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About This Game

About ARK Park

ARK Park is a virtual reality multiplayer adventure game designed from the ground up to immerse players in a realistic dinosaur
theme park. This interactive experience will fulfill your dreams of entering a world where living, breathing dinosaurs still roam

the Earth. Freely explore this grand, virtual world where there's no set plot line or schedule. Join your friends in multiplayer
park tours to share the thrill of witnessing over a hundred prehistoric creatures up-close and personal.

Game Features:

Explore the Expansive Scenery of ARK Park: Visit over 10 unique scenes alone or with a group of friends.

Collect Dinosaur DNA, Gather Materials, and Craft Items: Collect DNA and materials from the dinosaurs you encounter
on your excursions, trade them for Engrams at your base camp, then use those Engrams to craft helpful items.

Raise Your Very Own Dinosaurs: During your excursions throughout the park, you may be lucky enough to collect a rare
dino egg. Take good care of it until it hatches, and you’ll be able to raise your own dinosaurs from hatchlings to
adulthood. Some dinos may even grow to be large enough to ride!

Defend Vital Technology: Dinosaurs aren’t the most docile creatures - band together with other ARK Park visitors to
defend important research outposts and valuable technology from rampaging dinos!
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Title: ARK Park
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Snail Games
Publisher:
Snail Games
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ I5-4690K

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

English,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Finally the game is on sale, and there is an update. The game has very good quality and strong immersion. Currently I just
played the tutorial, I will continue to play it tomorrow. I like dinosaurs very much.. feels like this should be an offshoot of the
main ark game, this game feels like a point and click demo and quite the let down, feels like a 5$ game with the tek package, if
not free otherwise. Absolutely terrible game!
The tutorial is bigger than the game itself. I thought this was an open world island exploration game, but it isn't.
The playable world is as small as your livingroom, and that's it.. Definitely not worth the money spend, pretty boring all
together...some say grapics is great, but I don't really agree, dinos look kinda plastic, gameplay is close to non-existant. I
wouldn't recommend.. BUYERS BEWARE!!!!

Running a 1080ti SC2 Hybrid, Ryzen 7 1800x, on a Samsung HMD Odyssey and the developers didnt properly sync displays for
each eye, giving me this double vision effect which seriously can't be good for you. Also, some things render in one display and
not the other. This game is far from done... Definitely not the piece of art i've seen in the Trailers. Super dissapointed as I am a
huge fan of Ark: Survival and really didn't have the highest expectations for this game to begin with! SMH :(
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This is a joke, shame on you! Game crashes when I'm not even past the teleport tutorial. Can't press buttons after, started
singleplayer and got very annoyed when that lady kept saying: ''Spread your arms and press both triggers.'' when I'm doing
exactly what she's telling me to do and crashed when I click my PC screen. Conclusion, after a long year of waiting, keep those
40 dollars/euros and buy 40 scoopes of ice cream instead of buying this ''game''.. running 1080 64 gig 12 thread cpu wmr and its
terrible. so blurry I can't even play it!!!!
 my other games run fine. no ajustment i make helps.. Ark is one of my favorite game, and i have been looking forward to this
since it was announced.

The game does have good aspects but it also have some really negative ones too

Pros
You get to be in a VR world with dinosaurs
You get to hatch and grow said dinosaurs
It is a fun first time experience

Cons
Really short game, i have done almost everything you can do in this game and after that it just isnt that fun anymore.
There is no one in multiplayer
The trailers make the game look alot cooler than it actually is
It is not worth $40, Wait for a sale
Do not buy the tek edition, i dont even have it but i can already tell it is not worth it

If the game is updated with new things in the future and more replayability is added i will consider playing this game more.. this
game is a joke...its not a game its not a demo ....its♥♥♥♥♥♥no more...dont buy this, i hope i get my refund, graphics are
simple not even more...gameplay dosent exist! you can do nothing thats not a game...you walk in different levels and each level
give ♥♥♥♥ ...there is nothing realy to do...you cant going outside the path...the areas are so tiny explore one boring fake area in
only 1 minute, thats not a joke...one minute to explore each level...i dont know what the game is ? its just crap pls dont waste
your time and money, its not a game truely! why the developers of the world make no real vr games? Im so confused because vr
is ♥♥♥♥ing crasy its a revolution its fun its great ...but this game is sooo stupid its funny...the only real game in vr you can play
is elite dangerous,and alien isolation ...but alien isolation its not real vr just a mod that you can use your vr device...but worlds
better than this boring fake game! 40 bugs for this demo is like a ♥♥♥♥ in your♥♥♥♥♥its a pain ,give us real games for real
money ! serious? ♥♥♥♥ you ark survival is a great game and you shame it...dont call this ark ...call it what it is ...as a game it is
crap...as a demo its cool...but 40 bugs..you scammers...just watch gameplays on yt one hour the game ist done...i was hyped by
myself this was a huge mistake...like no mans sky !but we can dream, some day there is a real cool vr dinosaur game! but my
last word : there is one hope for stuff like this_ alt+f4. Seeing the promotional video made me shocked. Can vr make such an
effect? I doubt it. After a long wait
Finally experienced the game. As far as the game is concerned, it feels less content. But, oh, this is vr.
Can you understand the feeling of vr? When you feed the dragon, even if you know it is a model, but when it comes to you
When interacting, that sense of experience is no other game can do.
. Great Game and I can't wait for more DLC. I am new for games, just buy it for my son. He likes a lot.. I waited so long for this
game, Love dinosaurs and couldn't wait to have a real game with them in VR. This is not a game, not even a okay tech demo,
this is litterly crap that I bought. FIrst thing I noticed is the horrific graphics quality, some here say it looked great and the game
is awesome. I can tell you they are either working for the company that made this or are 3 yrs old and don't know any better. It
is so blurry the game, and so incredibly bad looking, like a game from the late 90's. The game play is a joke, cause there is none,
you can explore, yeah right.....you can explore a 20ft radius with nothing to do, you litterally put fake gloves on that don't sync
to where your actual hands are and then shake a bush here and there for 20sec at a time to collect fruit for no good reason.
Thought I was going to be able to walk around in this open world, NOPE, you teleport which is horrible and there is no place to
go cause you can only teleport 20ft in only certain directions. The animations are all pre defined and horrible, you litterally stand
there while a really fake looking dinosuar walks right through you like your not there. I thought I can drive a jeep, NOPE, you
ride in one while a robot drives and you look around at the worse dino animations and horrific quality forest. I feel like I was
scammed, they tried to make this feel like an amazing open world with AI dinosuars, game play, awesome graphics, and instead
gave us a half♥♥♥♥♥demo. The idea that people liked this and don't work for the company is hilarious.

The good:
You can refund your money
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The Bad:
Bad Graphics
Teleporting
Horrible pre-defined animations
No game play besides collecting fruit and wood....yes you heard that right
Price is a joke!. There is no reason to like it, like between valleys, like the sea, like dinosaurs. I just like it.. Good enough for
young kids that don't know any better, but this game is most certainly not worth $40.
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